Many authors have observed that Hachemelsters Regression Model for Credlbdlty -ff apphed to simple linear regresston-leads to unstmsfactory credibility matrices they typically 'max up" the regressmn parameters and m particular lead to regression hnes that seem 'out of range' compared with both mdwldual and collectwe regression hnes We propose to anaend these shortcomings by an appropriate deflnmon of the regression parameters:
and we suppose that these individual pure premiums follow a regression pattern R)
11(0r) = Yr'(Or),
where 11(0,) -n-vector, ~(Or) ~p-vector and Yr -n * p-matrix (= design matrix)
Remark:
The model is usually applied for p < n and maximal rank of Y,, m practice p is much smaller than n (e g. p = 2).
The goal is to have credibility estimator l~(Or) for ]~(0,) which by hnearity leads to the crediblhty estimator ~(0r) for 11(0r).
THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM AND ITS RELEVANT PARAMETERS AND SOLUTION (GENERAL CASE)
We look for
k(Or) =a + AX r a ~ p-vector
A -p* n matrix
The following quantities are the "relevant parameters" for finding this estimator
EICov[Xr,X' r /Or] ] = (I3 t (I3 t --n:: n matrix (regular)
We find the credibility formula 
Discussion:
The generality under which formula (4) can be proved is nnpresslv, but this generality is also ItS weakness Only by speclallsanon it is possible to understand how the formula can be used for practical applications Following the route of Hachemelsters original paper we hence use ~t now for the special case of snnple linear regressmn. 
which is one of the most frequently apphed regression cases Assume further that ~r is diagonal, i.e. that observations X,r, Xj, given O, are uncorrelated fort aj
To smlplJfy notanon, we drop in the following the index r, 1 e we write ~ instead of qb, W instead of W r and Z instead of Zr 
One then also finds (see (7))
where
It is nnstrucuve to verLfy by dnrect calculation that the values gnven by (12) O -2 7 = Jl,
The cre&bfllty matrix obtained Js not sausfactory from a pracucal point of view a) m&wdual weights are not always between zero and one. (1985)) Dannenburg (1996) discusses the effects of such constramts and shows that they have serious drawbacks This paper shows that by an appropriate reparametrization the defects of the Hacheme~ster model can be made to disappear and that hence no additional constraints are needed. 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION WITH BARYCENTRIC INTERCEPT
The idea, that choosing the time scale in such a way as to have the intercept at the barycenter of time, is already mentioned m Hachemelsters paper, although it is then not used to make the appropriate model assumptions. Choosing the intercept at the barycenter of the time scale means formally that our design matrix is chosen as
It is well known, that any linear transformation of the time scale (or more generally of the covarlates) does not change the credlbihty estimates. But what we do m the following changes the original model by assuming that the matrix A is now the covarlance matrix of the 'new' vector ~(O~),flo(0~) now being the intercept at the barycenter of time instead of the intercept at the tmae zero. In our general formulae obtained m section 3 we have to replace
It IS also important that sample variances and covanances are no___!t changed by this shift of time scale.
We immediately obtain 
These formulae are now becoming very well understandable, m particular the crosseffect between the credJblhty formulae for intercept and slope is only due to their correlation m the collective (off diagonal elements m the matrix A) In case of no correlation between regressmn parameters m the collective we have
which separates our credibility matrix into two separate one-dimensional credlbd~ty
Remark:
Observe the classical form of the credibility weights m (15) It is also interesting to note that the cred|bfllty line of example 5 is exactly the same as the one of example 2. 
HOW TO CHOOSE TI-IE BARYCENTER 9
Unfortunately the barycenter for each risk is shifting depending on the individual sampling distribution. There is usually no way to bring -simultaneously for all risksthe matrices K W, Z Into the convenient form as discussed in the last section. This discussion however suggests thai the most reasonable paralnetrlzatlon ~s the one using the Intercept at the barycenter of the collective Th~s has two advantages: it is the point to which individual barycenters are (in the sum of least square sense) closest and the orthogonahty property of parameters still holds for the collective.
In the following we work with this parametrlzatlon and assume that the regression parameters in this paralnetrlzatlon are uncorrelated.
Hence we work from now on with the regression line
where K is the barycenter of the collective i.e K = '~"" -~-i. and assume volumes V~, V2, , V,, and let be V = Z~=, v~.
We think of columnj m g as a random variable Y~ whmh assumes I'~, with sampling weight Vk in short p(O[yj = yj~] = V~ where U 'J stands for the samphng distribution V V As m the case of simple linear regression It turns out that also in the general case this sampling dlstnbuuon allows a concise and convement notauon. We have from (9) and from (10) where ,t_~ =v__ v~
Under the barycenmc condmon we find
i.e. a matrix of diagonal form. 
and finally 19) shows that our cred%d~ty rnatnx is of diagonal form. Hence the muludmlensJonal credibility formula breaks down into p one dimensional formulae with credlblhty weights.
Observe the "volume" V. E(S)[ yjZ ] for the j-th component
The Summary Statistics for the Barycentric Model
From (7) To find Y3 we must solve
Using relation (23) we obtlan
Hence we get
and from Our whole discussion of the general case is based on a pamcular fixed sampling distribution. As this distribution typically varies from risk to risk ~, ]3' and Z depend on the risk rand we cannot achieve orthogonality of Y" simultaneously for all risks r This Is the problem whmh we have already discussed in section 5 The observations made there apply also to the general case and the basic lesson is the same You should construct the orthogonal Y" for the samphng distribution of the whole collective which then will often lead to "nearly orthogonal" design matrices for the individual risks which again "nearly separates" the credlblhty forrnula into componentwlse procedures The question not addressed in this paper is the one of chome of the number of regression parameters In the case of simple hnear regressmn this question would be. Should you use a linear regression function, a quadratic or a higher order polynommal? Generally the question is. How should one choose the design matrix to start with? We hope to address this question m a forthcoming paper
